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E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y 

Introduction
Many of the world’s most innovative products and tools start with a simple idea that emerges when an individu-
al recognizes a problem or need; the Rock Garden App is one of these ideas come to life. Seven years ago, there 
were no tools or technologies that could provide insight into a climbing route, no maps of terrain to indicate skill 
level required for a safe ascent. Since that first realization of a need for more information about climbing routes, 
it became clear that the need was even bigger than climbing; exploration of the outdoors can be safer and more 
efficient with data assisted by technology. Adventure on bikes, skis, trails and more requires information to 
avoid dangerous situations. 

Finding a scalable solution to this problem became a preoccupation for Berk Frei, until he had an epiphany; 
better tools for the outdoors can be made using existing technology. In 2019 Rock Garden was born out of this 
epiphany and 3D mapping tools were used on Utah climbing routes to build clarity, safety, and confidence for 
outdoor enthusiasts. 

Situation Analysis
Rock Garden is hitting its stride as a brand and popularity for the outdoors and climbing is at an all-time high 
due to the sport’s debut in the Olympics and people anxious to get outside during COVID-19 restrictions on 
public gatherings. Many gym-enthusiasts were unable to climb indoors under COVID-19 restrictions and need-
ed confidence to make the move from indoors to outdoors. The Rock Garden App can convert indoor climbers 
to outdoor climbers through targeted experience building app features. Individual users can see climbs on the 
app based on their level while evaluating routes and learn from experiences of other users in the Rock Garden 
community

While still in its infancy, the Rock Garden brand identity has been thoughtfully developed. The problem now is, 
“How do we bring awareness to the public”? While there are some competitors in the app market, Rock Garden 
is more than just a climbing tool, it is a community. Rock Garden app subscribers are engaged and interested in 
the technology behind the app and seek to maintain a constant connection with it and each other. Users create 
and provide content and information about sites on the app. They share what they see in terms of risks to the 
environment, train conditions in the area, and even simple tips like whether your dog is allowed in the climbing 
area. Users create and share many data points that build a level of confidence, so exploration can be informed. 
The apps has a range of featured routes, 3D topography, top climbs and collects real-time data and tracking. 
These features are invaluable to the average climber, making climbing easier.

Target Market
The Rock Garden must add value to the lives of app customers to build partnerships and business relationships 
that will grow awareness of the brand. Key target audiences will have a need or value system that the Rock Gar-
den app can fulfill better than the competition, whether the audience realizes they have this need.

Three main audiences personify the Rock Garden target market: the “every-man, a climbing-related business, 
and a business or brand partner. The every-man has a profile that includes lifestyle, motivations, activities, 
behaviors, values and challenges that will drive marketing and communication decisions. Within the two other 
partner-driven target markets we look at the B2B personas of a recommended climbing related business and a 
brand partner. To be a mutually beneficial partnership there must be aligned and compatible brand strategies 
with potential for both businesses.



Communication Objectives, Strategies and Tactics 
The brand identity of Rock Garden is in its infancy. Realistic and measurable objectives for the next year of 
Rock Garden’s development will allow the brand to mature while holding strong to its identity. Communication 
objectives are needed to focus on organizational goals to gain followers and downloads and the need to find 
compatible brands and organizations to partner with. We propose three objectives with supporting strategies 
and tactics to move the brand towards their growth goals. 

All recommended strategies include tactics to grow audiences, visibility, and the subsequent awareness 
that is needed to achieve objectives. Tactics include social media purchases, in-app store advertising, brand 
development, partnerships, partnered events, co-branding. All campaigns and action items are calendared in 
a table for execution and budgets related to costs are necessary for planning and measuring ROI. Integrated 
and aligned strategies and tactics are key to building a consistent brand presence and new and engaging 
content that drives app downloads and grows the Rock Garden on-app community.

Evaluation and Ethics
Evaluation is a valuable step in the communication planning process; it is about being open to continuing 
feedback and adjusting the product accordingly. Defining these parameters helps ensure that the objectives 
are attainable, budgeted, and evaluated within a specific time frame. Sharing information about the app and 
its future features will only help improve the product and justify continued participation by stakeholders. In 
addition, an evaluation can contribute to research and development by adding to the knowledge of the prod-
uct’s benefits and challenges.

Conclusion

The Rock Garden has a worthwhile mission and an incremental growth strategy that transcends the compe-
tition’s technology while serving its clients. Meeting the objectives to ensure brand saturation and continued 
app technology development are accomplished by applying strategic communication tactics. Adherence to a 
planned budget and updated calendar to achieve this growth will ensure accountability and the continuation 
of support from climbers, partners, and the climbing community. Within this framework, working to re-envi-
sion climbing and outdoor beta through shared data & spatial 3D visualization tools, connection climbers, 
guides, stewards, gyms, & gear makers to elevate climbing, outdoor activities, and meaningful initiatives 
together. 



The Story
Many of the worlds most innovative products and 
tools start with a simple idea that emerges when an 
individual recognizes a problem or need; the Rock 
Garden App is one of these ideas come to life. 

Seven years ago, there were no tools or technolo-
gies that could provide insight into a climbing route, 
no maps of terrain to indicate skill level required 
for a safe ascent. Since that first realization of a 
need for more information about climbing routes, 
it became clear that the need was even bigger than 
climbing; exploration of the outdoors can be safer 
and more efficient with data assisted by tech-
nology. Adventure on bikes, skis, trails and more 
requires information to avoid dangerous situations.

The Rock Garden App
Company Background and Description

Rock Garden — Description 
Rock Garden is a community and an app; we are climbers, technologists, and advocates working to re-en-
vision climbing and outdoor beta through shared data & visualization tools. The app connects climbers, 
guides, stewards, gyms, & gear makers to elevate climbing, outdoor activities, and meaningful initiatives. 

Rock Garden, the technology, is a collection of near perfect 3D maps of climbing areas, overlaid with route 
data. On-app tools include interactive routs and UHD 3D crag models, GPS navigations, personal stats and 
project tracker, and users can filter by climbing ability so they can always find their climb. 
Rock Garden is all about climbers helping climbers and tracking valuable data for themselves and their com-
munities. Help us venture into the known and record and share.

Finding a scalable solution to this problem became a preoccupation for Berk Frei, until he had an epiphany; 
better tools for the outdoors can be made using existing technology. In 2019 Rock Garden was born out of 
this epiphany and 3D mapping tools were used on Utah climbing routes to build clarity, safety, and confidence 
for outdoor enthusiasts.



A situational analysis allows the Rock Garden (RG) to take stock of its strengths and deficiencies, while also 
identifying broader industry trends, competition and opportunities. This is a particularly critical step in the stra-
tegic planning process for RG as it moves from the “beta” testing phase to launching it into the larger consum-
er market. Good stewards of any brand should take this step to gather information that will help them make 
responsible, evidence-based decisions for their business. 

The research team collected data on competitors, communications, brand image and identity, placement, busi-
ness to business strategies, and public relations strategy. A brand’s identity and position should be reflected in 
a “brand statement”. The insights gathered in the situation analysis allowed us to formulate a brand statement 
for Rock Garden that align with their mission, vision, and values. Together this information enabled the cre-
ation of a SWOT, representing a summary of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats to guide Rock 
Garden’s future marketing and brand strategy. 

SITUATION ANALYSIS

Competitive Analysis
A competitive analysis that compares The Rock Garden to its competitors is necessary to evaluate the 
strengths and weaknesses of different marketing and brand approaches for the app. It can help to see where 
there may be a unique selling position or opportunity within the app market for climbers and outdoor activities. 
A high level overview of top competitors and their approaches is listed in figure 1.

This competitor communications analysis of guided climbing apps is substantiated by downloading and 
reviewing four apps and their on-line counterparts. A unique sampling of Rock Garden’s competitors is com-
parable in their focus on providing a definitive climbing resource along with featured routes, topography, top 
climbs, and real-time data and tracking. The app’s top competitors are listed below and compared in the table 
in figure 1. The highlights of each company’s primary external marketing methods as well as their communica-
tion strengths and weaknesses are noted. The Rock Garden will be able to implement and improve on many of 
these companies’ strengths and learn from their mis-steps and weaknesses.

Competitor 1Competitor 1
KAYA kayaclimb.com

Competitor 2Competitor 2
ASCEND CLIMBER TRACKER ascendclimbing.app

Competitor 3Competitor 3
SLOPER CLIMBING sloperclimbing.com

Competitor 4Competitor 4
MOUNTAIN PROJECT mountainproject.com
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Competitors                    

COMPETITORS COMMUNICATION 
METHODS

COMPETITIVE 
STRENGTHS OR 

ADVANTAGE

COMPETITIVE
WEAKNESS

KAYA kayaclimb.com

• App
• Informative Website
• Social Media (8435)

Brand partnerships
Developed by pro 
climbers – niche 
audience

ASCEND CLIMBER TRACKER

ascendclimbing.app

• App
• Informative Website
• Social Media Reach 

(8435)

Allows users to measure 
and improve with 
progress insights

Pay Features
Apple IOS Only

SLOPER CLIMBING

sloperclimbing.com

• App 
• Adequate Website
• Social Media (3574)

Brand has established 
climbing guidebooks

Specific to 
North America

MOUNTAIN PROJECT

mountainproject.com

• App
• Adequate Website
• Word of Mouth
• No Social Media    

Presence or Content

Deep search of featured 
routes and top climbs — 
Crowd-sourced

Limited app 
technology, on-line 
guidebook, no social 
media following or 
creators/influencers

Followers of the Rock Garden app are engaged and 
interested in the technology behind the app and seek to 
maintain a constant connection with it and each other. 
In addition, the content users create and share shows a 
range of featured routes, 3D topography, top climbs and 
collects real-time data and tracking which helps build 
trust with their audience. 

In contrast, Kaya, Ascend Climber Tracker, and Sloper 
Climbing offer more measured improvement insights. 
Without a way to interact or if followers have less 
access to the app community, users can disengage. A 
users ability to rate and share information about routes 
on the app prevent a loss of interest. The community 
feeds the desire to discover new routes and plan new 
experiences. The rating feature is pictured in figure 2.

Figure 1. Comparison Table 

The Rock Garden App Features:
• Interactive UHD
• 3D Crag Models 
• Interactive Routes
• Route Paths 
• GPS Maps
• Navigation 

• Free “Home” Access
• Crag Features
• Personal Climbing Stats 
• Project Tracker 
• Download for Off-line Access 
• Filter by Ability

Figure 2. App Rating and Sharing
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BRAND IDENTITY 
Methodology
We, the brand research team reviewed the Rock Garden’s proprietary surveys and focus group data along with 
public reviews, comments, and content to identify “who”  the Rock Garden is to consumers. When that data 
was combined with stakeholder interviews, review of internal communications and our own random focus 
group and independent app testing, the characteristics of the Rock Garden brand identity could be defined for 
the situation analysis.  

Perception
The Rock Garden app is a new product with limited awareness in the climbing community because it is a 
new product with developing technology. Initial brand development by the app developers and stakeholders 
included surveys and focus groups. While in beta phase of the app testing and development feedback is key 
to creating a better, more attractive product. Online reviews and commentary are a key component of the app 
functionality and community. The app encourages climbers to share, including reviews and comments on 
routes and app features.

The common perception of the app is that it is “a climbing app that can provide safety with topographic imag-
ery as well as keep you on route,” and “the future of rock climbing.” A screen shot of an app review is in figure 
3, below.

Other notable perceptions that were considered negative and cause for concern discovered in the research 
process included:

• Rock Garden had not been heard of by anyone surveyed, 
• the name is not appealing to the group, 
• people don’t want to pay for topographic imagery.

Interviews with the CEO also provided us with important information that change how we understand the 
app may be being used. One such example is that 17% of users don’t use the topography within the app; the 
topography feature is one of the strongest differentiators for the app. If the feature that makes Rock Garden 
different isn’t being used, it may not have growth potential.

Surveyed audiences and internal stakeholders both conclude that Rock Garden is not well known within its 
niche, compared to its competitors, or within the target market. Conclusions from brand perception research 
reinforces the internal opinion that the target markets should be more broad in scope. Financial consider-
ations prohibit the expansion of audiences; with more investment and stability the app could expand to spac-
es outside of rock climbing.

Brand & Communication Strategy
Rock Garden’s most important differentiator in the climbing and app market is the fact that it has representa-
tion of accessible climbing routes in 3D. “Despite technological advancement in mapping technologies, out-
door navigation maps and apps still serve up the same two dimensional data,” according to Berk Frei, Rock 
Garden (RG) CEO. Frei says that RG provides valuable details, with a user friendly and consumable volumetric 
3D mapping system that only exists and is available in enterprises such as the government, industry architec-
ture, and military. The data the app uses is the key to offering the app topographic services, and acquiring is 
expensive, requires advanced desktop software and degrees.  “No one is putting this data on phones besides 
us”, according to Frei.

Figure 3. App Review
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Proposed Rock Garden

Brand Statement 
We are The Rock Garden: parents, 

professionals, weekend warriors, students, 
climbers, technologists, and outdoor 

enthusiasts. Individually we are made-up 
of many different shapes, sizes, and ages, 

coming from many and diverse 
backgrounds and lifestyles, but we 

share key values. 

We know technology can elevate ad-
ventures while keeping people and 

environments safe from harm in the 
outdoors.

The Rock Garden app transforms the 
experience for conscientious climbers who 
won’t take unnecessary chances with the

 ecosystems and people we treasure. 
Through shared data & spatial 3D 

visualization tools and the Rock Garden 
community, climbers can continue to elevate 

their skills and navigate terrain safely.

Together we are The Rock Garden; a platform 
of connected climbers, guides, stewards, 

gyms, gear makers, and outdoor enthusiasts 
who are continuing to build meaningful tools 

to support our passions.

Brand Identity Cont. 
Stakeholder Stated Mission — 
Digitizing beloved spaces to improve their meaning and value for current and future generations. 

App Introduction Statement — 
We’re climbers, technologists, and advocates, working to re-envision climbing and outdoor beta through 
shared data & spatial 3D visualization tools. Our platform connects climbers, guides, stewards, gyms, & gear 
makers to elevate climbing, outdoor activities, and meaningful initiatives together.

4



Brand Logo —

Tagline — Explore, prepare, record & share.

Visual Elements — Fresh, healthy, and authentic scenes of climbers and the outdoors. Simple fonts 
are used, Roboto and Blender Pro, that are easy to read and combined with soothing colors and shades — 
leaving the allure of outdoor scenery and companionship to tell the story of the Rock Garden brand. Figure 4 
contains visual elements from the app and on the website.

Figure 4. Features — In App Screenshots

Visual Brand Identity
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Current Business-to-Business Strategy —
Using client interviews, focus groups, and analysis of collateral, our research team examined the brand  
identity being represented to businesses. The RG business to business, or B2B, strategy is critical to devel-
oping relationships in the climbing industry that can be mutually beneficial to the brand. Current strategy is 
awareness; the goal is to explain the platform, features, what the data in the app provides and why it is im-
portant and useful. RG has created kiosk stands for climbing-related businesses that show off the brand and 
data available. Current kiosk locations and data partners include the retail shop at Black Diamond, the Coto-
paxi store and headquarters, and others named in figure 5.

Figure 5. Data Partners

Businesses that are attractive to climbers and outdoor-lovers also make good partners. The fashion ring 
brand, Enso, is a recent collaborator to help get the word-out about the brand. Enso is a silicon-based  
product preferred by climbers because of the ability to wear safely while rope climbing and bouldering. Along 
with data acquisition planning with collaborating brands, strategic partnerships will assist RG with brand 
positioning through association.

Sponsorships 
The Rock Garden stakeholders eventually plan to offer the opportunity to businesses and brands to  
sponsor trails, climbs, or entire outdoor areas that need conservation. The concept is similar to “adopt a high-
way” and would lower the cost for users to participate in events or activities in some cases. The RG app can 
offer opportunities for brand sponsorship in the future. A pop-up on the app or post on social media could 
say “Hey thanks to our friends at The North Face for sponsoring this crag.” Sponsored posts would also gen-
erate revenue in some cases.

Business-to-Business Strategy 
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Public Relations
Figure 6. Rock Garden 
Event Booth

Figure 7. Rock Garden Instagram Following

Current PR Activities
As a new and developing app and community platform, the 
Rock Garden is not currently ready to participate in any public 
relations activities to affect large-scale public perception. To 
prepare the app for launch and promotion to the community, 
however, it does need to establish itself as a trusted brand in 
the climbing community. Beta users will not only influence the 
functionality of the app when it is officially launched but they 
will also be the influential early adopters that will promote the 
app and influence the identity of the Rock Garden community. 

The 2019 Climbing Festival at the Brighton Ski Resort in 
Northern Utah was the first public event that the Rock Garden 
team publicly promoted the app. Their booth, pictured in figure 
6, was created for the purpose of creating awareness and  
recruiting beta app-testers. Since that time, growth of followers 
and beta testers has been steady through the use of a range of 
tactics including:

• pitch presentations to climbing gym staff and members

• partnership at events with Salt Lake Climbers   
Association

• social media promotion (Instagram)

• in-person demonstrations at outdoor events and  
festivals

• website content

The Rock Garden’s current small-scale public relations strate-
gies have been combined with word-of-mouth campaigns by 
members of the community to boost their overall efficacy. 
Efforts have not been significant enough to dramatically in-
crease app users and followers on Instagram, current following 
in IG is documented in figure 7 below. Despite this fact, the 
quality of the branded content is high and includes authentic 
brand-appropriate images and videos.

The Rock Garden should invest additional resources in tactics 
that have been most successful while the app is in beta phase. 
Local climbing gyms, organizations, and influencers within the 
climbing community that have similar brand identities should 
be contacted to create new partnerships that can benefit both 
organizations.

7



Public Relations Cont.

Figure 8. IG Accounts

The modest following Rock Garden has on Instagram can be grown with more frequent posts and posting 
with other accounts. Instagram has a feature that suggests similar accounts that may be good candidates 
for affiliation. Invitations to beta test and share feedback on the app’s functionality should be extended to 
the accounts in figure 8.

PR — App Launch Market Analysis
Market Size.
Historically climbing has not been considered a sport, simply a necessity for most but a small number of 
outdoors-people developed routes without the benefits of cutting-edge gear or bolted climbs. There was lit-
tle in the way of beta; there were no guidebooks or online forums for people to learn or develop skills without 
taking risks through trial and error while climbing. In years past the initial expense of equipment was prohib-
itive; there was no such thing as a year-round climbing gym accessible to the  public, with equipment, safety 
features, and amenities. 

Data documented in the 2019 State of Climbing Report makes it clear that the popularity of climbing along 
with the business enterprises that surround the sport and makeup the industry is evolving. Today, indoor 
climbing is a $500 million industry with nearly 600 gyms across the US, according to 2021 market research 
from IBIS indoor climbing. With many indoor gyms around the US and popularity of the sport surging, the 
landscape for climbing-related endeavors is primed for success. A prospective climber could now take a 
quick drive to a climbing gym, step into a harness, and give it a try. In the past gear, travel, experience, and 
safety concerns were all barriers to entry.

Market Growth
As the sport of climbing has grown in popularity the interest media has in the sport and industry-related 
news has increased, resulting in escalating visibility. Climbing was the subject of an Oscar-winning doc-
umentary and a new Olympic sport. A multi-year partnership with ESPN was solidified by USA Climbing 
in 2019, a minimum of three adult national championship competitions would be nationally televised. In a 
December 2021 AP News story USA Climbing CEO Marc Norman said,

“Having sport climbing in the Olympics and showcased in the Olympics 
in July, we definitely have seen a lot more interest in climbing”. 

“People are just intrigued by the community this sport brings forward.”

Trends and Opportunities
Indoor climbing industry revenue dipped an estimated 25.8% in 2020, according to USA Climbing. Many 
gym goers expressed interest in “getting outside” as an alternative. El Cap, an outdoor gear company with 
sixteen gyms across the country, saw its website traffic increase 45% during climbing’s Olympic debut and 
there was a 100% increase in on-line interactions. Even now, with slower gym traffic under COVID-19 restric-
tions, El Cap’s gear shops also are exceeding 2019 sales numbers.

8
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W

O

T

Strengths
• 3D Topographic cutting edge technology for more accurate route discovery 

and safer climber experience
• Readily shared and endorsed within climbing community along with strong 

user experience value
• App is interactive, intuitive, and provides relevant and smarter data than the        

competition

Weaknesses
• New product with limited beta route coverage
• Saturated app market, making it hard to gain visibility
• Consolidation of prevalent app companies to increase reach and dominate 

market share
• No brand strategy other than the theme that the app sells itself

Opportunities
• Boots on the ground outreach and sharing of app at climbing access points 

across the Mountain West
• Partnerships with influencers, sponsorships of events and competitions
• Support climbing area advocacy groups
• Marketing opportunities to indoor climbers as easy and guided accessibility 

to outdoor climbing areas

Threats
• Technology adaption rates among climbing community is low and slow
• Inadequate app credibility and security for app users
• Unfavorable reviews of climbing routes will hurt credibility
• Current staff would not be able to monitor and support rapid growth on the 

community platform — disruptive users could hurt the reputation and identity 
of the on-app community

Conclusion — SWOT Analysis
The Rock Garden app is operational and available for distribution and download. The website and brand 
identity has a solid foundation with engaging images and descriptive diagrams and copy outlining the many 
app features. The data and results of the situation analysis give us the information needed make conclu-
sions about the Rock Garden strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats as a new brand. Rock Gar-
den app aims to rise above the competition and grow services along with market share through integrated 
and strategic planning and marketing in the future

Figure 9. SWOT Analysis
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Findings
The Rock Garden has actionable primary and secondary data that have led to the identification of key target 
markets for likely users of the app and mutually beneficial business partners. Recent surveys and industry 
data show a growing opportunity for innovation that will bring more people to the outdoors from across de-
mographic backgrounds.
Much of the survey and app development was conducted in partnership with professional climbers and 
industry experts. This small niche group is critical for collecting scans of climbs and expert tips to conquer 
terrain, but the survey results show they are not the most likely audience to use the app. These athletes had 
negative feedback on the app including criticism of the app name, the lack of reputation or history and the pay 
structure around access to features. We know that these elite athletes are not our primary audience, although 
they can serve as advocates or influencers and are important to watch for trending topics, news and cultural 
industry indicators.
Rock Garden CEO, Berk Frei, describes likely app users as a diverse group but definitely “outdoorsy”. While 
they share similarities, they may identify differently as parents, professionals, weekend warriors, students, 
climbers, technologists, and outdoor enthusiasts. Frei wants the platform to be inclusive and facilitate a 
connected community of climbers, guides, stewards, gyms and gear makers as well. Despite the diverse au-
dience, there is some data available to assist targeting efforts; 65% of the 7.7 million participants in climbing 
are Millennials, ages 18-35 with their gender split fairly equal male and female.

TARGET MARKETS — Audiences and Personas

Methodology
We utilized surveys, interviews with stakeholders, researcher ob-
servations, and secondary sources to collect target market data 
and create consumer profiles representing ideal Rock Garden 
clients. A Rock Garden user survey and the State of Climbing 
report, distributed by the American Alpine Club, informed target 
market conclusions. 

The State of Climbing report was recommended by Rock Gar-
den’s leaders to be used as a major source of in invaluable indus-
try data. This 2019 report includes demographic data and trends 
that have been repeatedly validated by many other more surveys 
and reports; it is widely considered to be the industry standard 
for today’s climbing data.

INDUSTRY REPORT

A Rock Garden integrated marketing strategy requires that communications be designed to reach and meet 
the needs and expectations of target audiences. These specific consumer targets are likely to be interested in 
the app and will share other identifiable factors or traits that help create a profile or typical customer “persona.” 
This persona is a useful tool to use when developing messaging and targeting audiences that look similar.
We have given these target audiences names because they represent real people and organizations. These 
profiles provide a specific target that can be used to evaluate an integrated communication plan or tactic. 
The Rock Garden development team can ask, what needs does Bryson have that Rock Garden can solve?” Or, 
when targeting a business partner, ask, “what problems could Rock Garden solve or PR benefits could Subaru 
gain from a partnership with our brand?“ The use of personas to refine communications to desired target mar-
kets can make messages even more effective and inform the application of marketing dollars.
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The Rock Garden must add value to the lives of app customers 
to build partnerships and business relationships that will grow 
awareness of the brand. Key target audiences will have a need or 
value system that the Rock Garden app can fulfill better than the 
competition, whether the audience realizes they have this need.
Quantitative and qualitative data allowed our research to produce 
several target audiences that should be considered when mak-
ing brand, content and other communications decisions for the 
Rock Garden app. Within these target markets we have developed 
personas that represent a typical target within that audience. We 
break down their lifestyle, motivations, activities, behaviors, values 
and challenges. Within more partner-driven target markets we 
look at personas of a recommended partner. To be a mutually 
beneficial partner there must be aligned and compatible brand 
strategies with potential for both businesses.

Findings — Target Market

Target 2 — Climbing Related Business
B2B Partnership Growth and awareness strategy
Persona representing this audience is —

IME Utah; Salt Lake’s Climbing Shop

2

Target 3 — Brand/Value Partner
B2b Partnership Growth and awareness strategy
Persona representing this audience is —
Subaru,  More Than a Car Company®

3

Target 1 — App Consumer, Every-man
Consumer target market — end user and climbing
community member 

Persona representing this audience is —
Bryson, AKA, Climber at Law and
Rachel, Marketing Director

1
Figure 10. Target Markets
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Consumer Target Market 1 — Every-Man

Bryson, AKA ClimBer At lAw

Bryson’s Story
In 2012, when Bryson was in his final year of law school, he 
started to climb at his local climbing gym. He joined mostly to 
exercise and relieve stress, but also to explore and find a new 
community. 
He was a recently divorced father of two. He had grown up in 
the Salt Lake Valley and was a member of the predominant 
religion for a time but was now on a different journey. 
Despite being a “local with a law degree” he felt there was 
more. Once his climbing skills became stronger, he wanted to 
venture to the “out of doors” and climb amongst the rocks of 
Utah, Wyoming, Colorado and beyond. 
Bryson added to his family as he moved his life more and 
more outdoors; he now has a new traveling companion, Jeff 
the Dog. Bryson can be found most weekends documenting 
and sharing on social media his climbing adventures and 
explorations with Jeff the dog. The connections he’s made 
within the climbing community have helped him stay focused 
and on track to attain his education goals.

“I have a strong desire to defend the law, give back to my 
Community, raise my kids, create art and explore.” 

Mantra — “Get outside”

The reason “Every-man” searches for a solution that Rock Garden can provide: 
The thrill of a new adventure and new climbing routes. Pushing your technical skills and limits while still being 
cautious. Sharing the climbing experience with kids and inexperienced climbing partners with confidence and 
insight into the terrain.
Why they may use Rock Garden App: 
To better navigate climbs, find new routes and share their finds with a friendly and engaged climbing communi-
ty. It also provides a responsible way to plan and vet adventures with dogs and companions with special needs 
on a trail or climb.
Benefits He can gain from the Rock Garden App: 
Better outdoor access to beta routes through shared data and spatial 3D visualization tools.
Other methods/tools that they’d consider as an alternative: 
Community networking, word of mouth, Google Maps, National Park Service, and shared guidebooks.
Favorite blogs + publications He enjoys: 
Humane Society of Utah content, Salt Lake Climbers Alliance blogs and newsletters, Momentum Gym content 
and Inner Alchemy Living blog.
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Demographics :
Social Moniker — Climber at Law
Age/Generation — 32/Millennial
Ethnicity — Caucasian
Gender — Male
Education — Graduate Degree (Law) 
Family Status — Divorced/Single Father, 2 Kids
Pets — Jeff the Dog
Career — Public Defender, Lawyer
Income — 100k with high debt load

Geographic :
• Salt Lake City Native
• Travels frequently across the Mountain West
• Current Residence — Summit County, UT

Psychographics :
Values — Outdoors, family, education, rule of law, 
health, inclusiveness, legacy, good citizenship, respon-
sibility, respect, friendship
Motivations — Exploring, creating, new experiences, 
adventure, contributing, growth, service, fun, passion, 
social connection, outdoor opportunities, climb time
Frustrations — Climate change, land access, con-
tinuing education, access to mentoring
Needs — Opportunities to give back through commu-
nity service and mentoring, connections, create art 
and music, healthy and vibrant lifestyle, health through 
breath-work, meditation and climbing 

Behavioral :
• Travels with dog and sometimes children
• Visible on social media, documents adventures, 

climbing routes and trip locations
• Supportive of social causes and non-profit organi-

zations that are operating locally, such as: Humane 
Society, Access Fund, SLCA, PTA

• Careful to be cautious of environments (resource 
preservation and sustainability)

• Looks for needed safety improvements on trails and 
routes

Preferred Communication/Info Channels:
• Instagram, NPR, Inner Alchemy Living, Google, blogs, podcasts, industry email newsletter subscriptions
• Consistent and current info, easily accessible on social media (Twitter, Instagram)
• He provides video documentation of climbing adventures and shares tips and personal insights
• Creative and engaging connections online — videos, social media, in-person communications, events 

Bryson

Consumer Target Market 1 — Every-Man
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Consumer Target Market 1 — Every-Man

Rachel
Rachel’s Story
Rachel recently took the next step in her career and be-
came the new Marketing Director of an online retailer with 
brick and mortar locations in the Mountain West. Their 
headquarters are in Salt Lake City, but she is new to the 
area, having only recently moved here for the job. She is an 
avid and enthusiastic climber.
In the last year her office has gone to a hybrid work environ-
ment. When she is working from home she takes her dog 
trail running near Lone Peak Cirque. On days when she is 
in the office, she is fortunately close enough to climb in Big 
Cottonwood Canyon with a coworker over the lunch hour. 
Being outdoors, fit and active is a priority for Rachel and an 
essential part of her mental health maintenance. 

Mantras — “A goal without a plan is just a wish”, “Keep Climbing”

Rachel’s Needs — Reason she may need the benefits of the Rock Garden App
•  Better time management that will enable her to get outdoors more often
•  Social interaction — meet new people and explore a new community
•  Measure her progress and climbing skills with data
•  Improve trip planning, safety, and navigation, while reducing risks that could lead to breaking her schedule
•  Comprehensive field guide to inform outdoor excursions, particularly in new and unknown terrain

Rachel is a “planner” and she spends most of her free time during the 
spring and fall seasons in particular but summer heat won’t stop her 
from finding an adventure. She prefers sport climbing, but if she has an 
open afternoon she will do research to find trad routes close to home 
or her office. Rachel is very type A and likes to know what she is getting 
herself into before every excursion into the outdoors.

She often plans her gear, water, and snacks as well as refers to a combination of GPS maps or  
planning tools like All Trails and Mountain Project to ensure she doesn’t get lost on the descent.  
The tools also help her learn a bit about timing on routes or hikes to avoid getting back to work late.
As a marketing professional and a millennial, Rachel is very familiar with all social media platforms 
but frequents Instagram and LinkedIn the most often. She holds accounts on other services to stay 
up to date with trends and popular culture on Tik Tok, Twitter and Facebook.  She has enthusiasti-
cally jumped into her new marketing position and her life in the Salt Lake Valley. She has volunteered 
with several outdoor organizations operating locally to get involved with the community and network 
with like-minded individuals.
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Demographics :
Age/Generation — 32, Millennial
Ethnicity — Caucasian
Gender — Female
Education — Graduate degree 
Family Status — Single
Pets — Cat
Career — Marketing Director
Income — 100k with high debt load

Geographic :
• Salt Lake City transplant
• Travels frequently across the Mountain West

Psychographics :
Values — Outdoors, family, education, rule of law, 
health, inclusiveness, legacy, good citizenship, respon-
sibility, respect, friendship
Motivations —Exploring, creating, new experiences, 
adventure, contributing, growth, service, fun, passion, 
social connections, outdoor opportunities, climb time
Frustrations — Climate change, land access, con-
tinuing education, access to mentoring
Needs — Meditation and climbing, knowledge, safety

Behavioral :
• Frequent travelers
• Visible on social media, documents adventures, 

climbing routes and trip locations
• Strong ties to professional contacts personally
• Likes to be “in-the-know” and well versed on topics 

that are important to people in her community
• Regular voter and active in her chosen causes

Preferred Communication/Info Channels:
• Instagram, Google, Blogs, Pinterest
• Podcasts, Audible
• Outside Magazine, Consumer and Industry Reports
• Subscriber to email newsletters relevant to her passions and work

rAChel

Consumer Target Market 1 — Every-Man
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 Target Market 2 — Climbing Business 

Tagline — “look no more, we’re your local climbing store”

The Needs of IME Climbing — Reason they may be open to partner with the Rock Garden App
• Beneficial PR — “community climbing shop” partnering with “big tech” may be appealing
• Perception as destination store or place where people feel welcome when moving to the community
• Communicate alignment with client values
• Maintain market share
• Capitalize on climbing growth and popularity without sacrificing small-business status 

The IME Story 
“IME Utah is Salt Lake’s climbing shop.”

“We can help with any climbing gear you may need and also make sure 
you have all the beta for the best tacos closest to the crag.”

ime — internAtionAl mtn equipment

IME is the local climbing shop of yester-year where everyone 
knows your name and people often want to chat about
your latest climbing accomplishments. IME’s competitive
advantage is the shop’s knowledgeable staff of climbing 
enthusiasts like Shingo Ohkawa who see to the clients 
and daily operations.

Meet Shingo:

International Mountain Equipment (IME) carries gear for rock climbing, 
backpacking, mountaineering, and technical outerwear. The shop has 
chosen to focus on selling climbing gear, shoes and training tools. Cli-
ents that frequent this shop could be considered “niche” because  
IME targets the avid climber who often already has a favorite brand  
and style they prefer.

Adventure is where you find it, and Shingo Ohkawa, 
has spent the better part of his life searching for it. 
In Utah’s Wasatch mountain ranges. The mountains 
are where he practices his craft and finds his pur-
pose. When he’s not playing outside, you can find him 
behind the counter at IME, Salt Lake City’s local gear 
shop, corrupting the youth one carabiner at a time 
and hanging out with his venerable co-workers, all of 
whom are his personal climbing heroes.
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Client Demographics :
Age/Generation — 40 - 60 Gen Z, Baby Boomers
Ethnicity — Caucasian
Gender — Male
Education — College +
Family Status — Partner
Pets — Multiple
Career — Student, Academics, Tech, Retired
Income — $50 - 120K

Geographic Footprint:
• Salt Lake City Location
• Close proximity to popular climbing areas, Park 

City, the REI store, and hiking, biking, and skiing
• Clients travel frequently across the Mountain 

West and visit other shops selling the same 
brands but make larger purchases from IME

Psychographics :
Values — Outdoors, Family, Education, Rule of Law, 
Health, Inclusiveness, Legacy, Good Citizenship, Re-
sponsibility, Respect, Friendship
Motivations — Fun, passion, social connections, out-
door opportunities, climbing, conservation, community, 
local advocacy for issues relevant to access and air 
quality, profitability
Frustrations — Land access, competition, online re-
tailers like Amazon, supply chains, buying power, cost 
of marketing and operating the business
Needs — A happy and healthy shop team, a full and 
vibrant lifestyle for all in our area, community visibility, 
client advocates

Business Behaviors :
• Very small marketing budget
• Paid advertising is not a core value and uncommon 

for the shop
• Laid-back and casual consumers, clients often know 

what they want 
• Generally serves returning consumers that are loyal 

to the shop 
• Offers online sales platform but it is not efficient

Preferred Communication/Info Channels:
• Client mailing list
• Social media platforms/posts sharing (Facebook) small social media presence
• Primarily use website communications, email newsletters, and word of mouth
• In-store signage — low cost and easy (not looking to expand)

ime

 Target Market 2 — Climbing Business 
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 Target Market 3 — Brand/Value Partner

The Needs of Subaru — Reason they may be open to partner with the Rock Garden App
• Perpetuate the perception of the community partner and outdoor advocate
• Communicate alignment with client values
• Maintain market share
• Rock Garden and Subaru have similar target audiences
• Subaru vehicles have technology compatible with apps— The Rock Garden app pre-loaded to the vehicle 

deck re-enforces the adventure identity of the Subaru clientele

The Subaru Story 

suBAru

People often have an emotional connection with their car and the 
places and adventures they can take them, their families, and pets. 
Subaru recognized this fact and they now strive to integrate their 
brand into the fabric of their customer’s lives.
Subaru owners already love their car and their lifestyle. The 
story that Subaru wants to share with those that don’t own a 
Subaru is that “you too can live this way. Subaru isn’t just a 
car, it is a lifestyle”. Those who drive a Subaru don’t just 
have a car that gets them place to place, it is what 
allows them to do the activities they love, with the 
people and pets they love, safely. 
Subaru and brands associated with their brand have 
customers with exciting lives. They travel, their cars are for
more than the commute to the office, they are a component 
of the adventure. They also care about the environment, their 
community, their pets are family — and you don’t leave them behind 
where they will miss all the fun.

Subaru was once known as a practical car; people bought Subaru vehicles because they knew they 
were reliable. The company wanted to be more, they wanted to reposition themselves into a lifestyle 
car. They now need to maintain that image and perception.

“Since 2008, Subaru has donated over $30 million to the ASPCA, helped support 
over 1,500 animal welfare related events, and significantly impacted the rescue, 
transport, and adoption of more than 74,000 animals nationwide. Subaru is the 
2021 recipient of the ASPCA Corporate Compassion Award.”

Subaru driver’s values:
• Desirable lifestyle
• Activities, adventure, and travel
• Relationships and community service
• Safety
• Environment
• Pets and family
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Subaru
more thAn just A CAr CompAny®

 Target Market 3 — Brand/Value Partner

Subaru target audiences align closely with the Rock Garden persona. Their recent campaigns have spoken 
directly to dog lovers, and people seeking outdoor fun by allowing them to picture themselves having a fun 
outdoor adventure or including your furry loved one in everything that you do.
Subaru’s main target customer profile would be a couple that is middle-aged, financially stable, and put a high 
value on their family and career. A Subaru consumer would best be categorized as a “thinker”. The primary 
motivation of these “thinkers” are ideals guided by knowledge and principles. This audience is mature, sat-
isfied, comfortable, and a reflective people who value order, knowledge, and responsibility. They tend to be 
well-educated and actively seek out information in the decision-making process.
Although their income allows them many choices, thinkers are conservative, practical consumers; they look 
for durability, functionality, and value in the products they buy. Together, this makes this consumer profile an 
ideal target audience, basically hitting the bulls-eye in terms of consumer alignment to the Subaru brand. 
Subaru knows and understands the customers that drive their cars. This knowledge gives them an edge, 
allowing them to aggressively target non-Subaru drivers who otherwise fit the Subaru owner profile. Subaru’s 
research shows their customers to be an eco-friendly bunch who value the freedom to go where they want, 
when they want, while still being conservative at heart.
The “Sube Crew” represents Subaru drivers who are not buying things, but experiences. Subaru messaging to 
this group focuses on their love for their car; they play up the fun, adventure, and family that is bound together 
by experiences had in a Subaru. This audience will identify with the Rock Garden’s brand statement: 

“We know technology can elevate adventures while keeping 
people and environments safe from harm in the outdoors.”

This audience and value alignment will be a good fit for a brand partnership that is authentic and true to ex-
isting characteristics and values summarized below and outlined on page 11. The Rock Garden could gain a 
huge audience with a Subaru partnership, while Subaru can be seen as a partner to small business start-ups, 
tech, and climbers.

Demographics: Couple, value-oriented, Mountain West region, eco-friendly consumer
Lifestyles: Liberal-leaning, busy, active lifestyle, trend-conscious, adventurous
Personality: Knowledgeable, hard-working, outgoing or willing try new things, tech-savvy
Core Values: Practicality, afford-ability/quality/durability, safety, family and community oriented,   
   price-conscious, preservation of lifestyle, environment, service   
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Subaru
more thAn just A CAr CompAny®

Client Demographics :
Age/Generation — 45 +/-, Generation X
Ethnicity — Caucasian
Gender — Male 52%, Female 48%
Education — College +
Family Status — 78% Married
Relationships — Couple/partner
Pets — Dog/multiple
Career — Tech, healthcare, financial sectors
Income — $75 - 99K

Geographic Footprint:
• Multiple Salt Lake City locations
• Worldwide name recognition
• AWD Vehicles are top sellers in Utah
 

Business Geo-Demo Data:
•  Subaru’s total assets FY 2012-2021 =  $28 B
•  611k cars sold in the United States FY2020
•  #2 in America for Best-Made Car Brand

Psychographics :
Values — Outdoors, family, education, inclusiveness, 
legacy, responsibility, pets, adventure, friendship, 
safety
Motivations — Market share, quality, shareholders, 
profitability, public image, cultural influence
Frustrations — They are seen by many as a large 
and faceless corporation. Their target audience values 
the environment but their vehicles are powered by 
fossil fuels
Needs — Community visibility, credibility amongst 
climate activists, client advocates

Business Behaviors :
• Large worldwide marketing budget
• Paid advertising is a core value 
• Capitalize on cultural and lifestyle preference of like-

ly audiences to promote vehicle sales
• Vehicle features designed for current customer 

preferences
• Many returning consumers 

Preferred Communication/Info Channels:
• Clients, dealers,
• Social media, sponsorships, 
• PR agency
• Website

 Target Market 3 — Brand/Value Partner
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The Rock Garden is fortunate to connect with many expert climbers and outdoor enthusiasts whose lives 
revolve around adventure sports. This group will be an important resource for adding content to the app, in-
cluding paid content that could add to the technology; these elite climbers are not the “every-man.” The critical 
target market for app users has more consistent lives, and they put a high value on safety and security. The 
average every-man is a lawyer or a marketing director; she likely uses Starlink in her Subaru to see how many 
miles per gallon she is getting. He takes his dog to Tanner Park on Friday afternoons. He never forgets when 
it’s his weekend with Bryson Jr.

Messaging to this audience should include the benefits of knowing what to expect from a climb when using 
the app. The community and the technology behind the Rock Garden can give users a sense of safety and 
security; they want to go on an adventure but not without a plan and a risk assessment. Rock Garden offers 
the weekend warrior the opportunity to get outside with family, friends, their dog, or other climbers and feel 
confident and prepared for what may otherwise be unexpected. Local climbing shops like IME and brands 
like Subaru are a great fit for a mutually beneficial partnership with Rock Garden; they have a shared target 
market and potential to align strategically.

Conclusion 
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The Rock Garden app can be an essential tool for climbers who want more information on climbing sites, 
routes, trail access, and other information to help them plan a safe and enjoyable outdoor experience. Gaining 
the visibility of target audiences in the climbing community is necessary to raise the adoption rate and the 
number of users and expand the number of sites and services the app offers. 

Partnership collaborations with climbing-related companies and sponsorship opportunities with local and na-
tional organizations with similar target audiences are needed to meet Rock Garden’s goals ultimately. Together, 
they make the Rock Garden app a connected community for open-air enthusiasts. This community is motivat-
ed to share meaningful insights and tools that support their passions. 

The Rock Garden is working to re-envision climbing and the outdoor beta developed through shared data & 
spatial 3D visualization tools is bringing that goal to life. Through connecting climbers, guides, stewards, gyms, 
& gear makers Rock Garden can be a brand leader, elevating climbing and outdoor activities to new heights. 
The Rock Garden position in the market as well as their unique selling position (USP) should be communicated 
through actions and communications. The brand positioning statement and unique selling proposition are key 
messages that will influence organization strategies, tactics for reaching awareness and growth objectives for 
Rock Garden.

Brand Positioning Statement

Rock Garden puts technology to work — elevating  
adventures while keeping people and environments 
safe, informed, and connected.

Unique Selling Proposition 

Rock Garden networks like-minded people, connect-
ing them based on a love of exploring open-air en-
vironments. The app has a combination of tools to 
elevate adventures and safety, facilitated through a 
trusted community and new technology.

Figure 11. Unique Selling Points

ROCK GARDEN OBJECTIVES
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Objectives, Strategies, Tactics
The brand identity of Rock Garden is in its infancy. Realistic and measurable objectives for the next year of 
Rock Garden’s development will allow the brand to mature while holding strong to its identity. Communication 
objectives are needed to focus on organizational goals to gain followers and downloads and the need to find 
compatible brands and organizations to partner with. Objectives and strategies are also key to building a con-
sistent brand presence and identity with new and engaging content. 

We have proposed three objectives with strategies and tactics to move the Rock Garden brand to the next 
peak. The successful execution of these objectives will provide the brand with a solid foothold to grow visibility 
and offer the support of partners who share the Rock Garden values.

Objective #1
500 New Rock Garden App Downloads

Timeline:
• Buy in for a Salt Lake Climbers Alliance Corporate Sponsorship May – June 2022.

• Social Platform Ads: timelines based on Location and weather/climbing season-based.

• Promotional marketing: free premium trials lined up with a partnered campaign Fall 2022 and  promotional 
opt in to buy specific areas such as user’s home crag for download use announce on all channels monthly, 
beginning summer of 2022.

Strategy: 
Use advertisements via social media platforms timely tailored to audiences based on geographical location 
and best “send temps”/most popular season for optimal climbing experiences. Become a corporate sponsor 
of the local climbing organization to gain brand awareness, email list promotions, social media features, and 
prime booth space at events—promotional marketing for downloading the app with price scaling and limited 
free premium trials.

Tactics:
• Social Tactics: Advertisements via social media and email marketing. 
• Advertising that is focused on geographically likely audiences and uses weather-based timing for launch.
• Marketing tools and channels should include: Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, or other email marketing 

tools such as Mailchimp or Constant Contact. 
• Sponsor causes and conservation efforts that have high visibility in the climbing community. Sponsor-

ships should have terms that include collateral and content with Rock Garden branding in the communi-
cation and marketing 

• Become a yearly corporate sponsor of the Salt Lake Climbing Association (SLCA). Request contract terms 
that include promotion of the app. A paragraph detailing The Rock Garden app features and benefits as 
well as a “Download Now” button on their website would add value to those coming to the site and visi-
bility to the app itself. The button link to download should include a code to enable how many downloads 
resulted from individuals that found the app through the SLCA site; codes enable IP tracking that can 
inform ROI. Sponsorships to a non-profits will often qualify for tax write offs and position Rock Garden as 
a champion of climbing-related philanthropic initiatives as well.

• Salt Lake Climbing Festival (August 27th and 28th) tabling opportunity: the first 50 people to show up to 
the Rock Garden Tent and download the app will get 25% of the full premium yearly price and a free RG 
t-shirt or hat.
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• App store and in-app promotions to raise awareness possible new subscribers while up-selling features in 
the app to existing users. 

• One-month free premium usage at the start of “climbing season”, then charged yearly at a discounted rate 
or monthly. One-time charge via app per climbing location or “crag” for a year with downloadable option to 
use when out of cellphone service.

Rationale: 
The addition of 500 new users will establish an advertising, promotional and fund raising awareness within the 
climbing community. These new users will build upon themselves in hopes of moving the brand and new app 
features forward.    

Objective #2

Sign a contract with a business “partner” in the SLC community; become the official 
climbing app of “(insert business here)”.
Timeline: May 2022 - May 2023

• Outreach and partner development, May – August 2022 
• Contract development, review, and aligned communication plan, August – September 
• Communication and marketing launch, Spring 2023

Strategy:
An outreach communication and public relations team, led by the CEO Berk Frei, will actively research compa-
nies and individuals to approach for partnering and co-branding. The creation of a partner acquisition funnel 
for more tactical and strategic communications will support the objective goals.

Tactics:
Create presentation teams and packages that include PowerPoint that address app features,    
strengths of the Rock Garden brand, benefits of partnership, and the Rock Garden brand identity. Survey 
app users and climbers and ask stakeholders about the other products and services they use. Identify if 
stakeholders have relationships with any of these businesses, then approach them for scheduling a meeting, 
lunch, or presentation. Share the data illuminating the shared audience demographics that you have in com-
mon that make partnership beneficial.

• Create a calendar of networking events or local business community meetings or organizations that   
Rock Garden can attend or present to target audiences of influencers. 

• Review value-aligned businesses, determine whether they’re involved in other partnerships, therefore open 
to collaboration.

• Deploy targeted communications to business leads- When the partner acquisition funnel is being   
narrowed and more targeted efforts are being made, a specific project should be developed to propose  
to the interested partner. This should be a clear and specific project that makes sense for both busi- 
nesses that are achievable.

Rationale: 
Berk Frei is an essential leader in the effort to find sponsors and partners who can endorse and collaborate 
with Rock Garden. These partnerships will be created through targeted outreach efforts and relationship-build-
ing strategies. Once connecting with these possible partners, a business case must be made to justify the 
effort and resources required to align and communicate the collaboration. Communication tactics will support 
the needs of Rock Garden as well as the partnered brands to meet the goals of both organizations.
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Objective #3

Build the Rock Garden brand identity to increase legitimacy and name recognition and raise awareness with 
average climbers and the climbing community. Develop collateral and messaging aimed at prospective part-
nerships and potential investment opportunities. 

Timeline: 2022 — 2023 Calendar Year
Quarterly campaigns over 2022- 2023 calendar year - Quarters starting in Q1= 01/01/2023

Strategy:
Using social media channels, style guides, investor pitch decks, open-source app development fo-
rums and added value content to generate increased exposure and interest.

Tactics:
• Social Media Channels: Craft direct messaging across all social channels to promote the brand, educate 

on technology, and encourage community networking and sharing of data.

• Style Guide: Create a brand visual identity style guide that defines company colors, typography, logo   
usage, photography, messaging, and social channel templates.

• Investor Pitch Deck: Create a marketing strategy that will enhance the brand identity, showcase  
cutting edge technology, and provide valuable insight into the business practices at Rock Garden. 

• Develop strategies for growing the company:
Problem/Solution
Marketing Validation
Market Size
Product
Business Model  
Market Adoption
Competition
Competitive Advantages

• Open-Source App Development: Make Rock Garden app source code available for third party developers 
to view and modify. Generate interest in future app development features and technology.

• Partnership/Sponsorship: Craft targeted messaging to entice both partners vested in the success of   
the company and sponsors who provide support to the organization for the purpose of marketing.

• Added Value: Develop an added-value marketing strategy to influence the perceived value of a product or 
service by emphasizing what attributes make it better than all the other options available in the market. 

Rationale: 
To maximize the app’s performance, it is vital for Rock Garden to analyze the data (download, user experience, 
feedback) and pinpoint exactly which features, and sources are getting the most interaction and why, as well 
as understand how sponsorships and partnerships are being received in the marketplace as a value add.

Objective Schedule and Budget
Strategies and tactics developed to support the Rock Garden goals and objectives will need to be properly 
funded and scheduled. Implementation of all aspects of the IMC plan should have a responsible party and 
supporting information that can be used to coordinate execution and measurements of success. An objective 
schedule and budget table will support success. The following below shows communication recommenda-
tions and their timelines, along with a proposed budget table for each.
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Schedule  —  Objectives, Strategies and Tactics                  

DATE OBJ/STRATEGY TACTIC ACTION

June 2022 – 
June 2023

Based on 
alignment 
with SLCA 
event calen-
dar (Spring 
2023)

Objective #1 —
Awareness and 
Adoption
500 App 
Downloads

• Become an annual “5.13” 
Corporate Sponsor, com-
munication to promote 
awareness of sponsorship

• Brand awareness and 
fundraising through SLCA

• Logo/branding on all events
• Contract-supported event preferred-placement
• Partner coms strategy — includes recognition of 

Rock Garden at events, websites, etc.
• Coms on social media and web platforms
• Email banner Ads and content inclusions that 

feature Rock Garden in partner communications
• Co-branded SWAG — partnership promotion

Quarterly 
campaign 
cadence 
starting 
June 2022

Objective #1 —
Awareness and 
Adoption
500 App 
Downloads

Social Media: Ads, Posts, and 
Event Promotion

• Facebook /Instagram
• LinkedIn
• Youtube
• Tik Tock
• Twitter

Sponsored posts and ads on social platforms 
targeting audiences based on interest in climbing, 
outdoor activities, and geographic location 
— during climbing seasons 

Aug – Oct
2022

Objective #1 —
Awareness and 
Adoption
500 App 
Downloads

Promotional offers and dis-
counts for early adoption of 
pay-features during the Fall 
season

Special Promotional Offers — Launch to market
• One-month free premium trail access pass
• Free premium services for inviting friends to 

download the app

July 2022 –
June 2023

Objective #2 —
Partners and  
Business Dev.
Contract with a 
business “partner”

Presence at networking 
events or local business and 
community meetings

• Review, register and schedule staff for events
• Establish data collection and metrics to re-tar-

get using email marketing and other tactics

May – Oct
2022

Objective #2 —
Partners and  
Business Dev.
Contract with a 
business “partner”

• Survey users/climbers. 
• Ask stakeholders to 

document relationships to 
businesses

• Research other products 
and services with like-audi-
ences and values

• Develop Survey audience profiles and questions
• Design and deploy survey using marketing plat-

form with tracking and reporting tools
• Establish data collection and metrics to  measure 

success

Oct – Feb 
2022

Objective #2 —
Partners and  
Business Dev.
Contract with a 
business “partner”

Proposal and legal support 
for contract to ensure terms 
will maximize benefits while 
minimizing risks to brand 
identity

• Establish outline for contract terms
• Develop strategies and closing tactics
• Prepare coms for public relations scenarios

July - Dec 
2022

Objective #3 —
Brand Identity 
Development

• Brand and style guide dev 
and update

• Social media brand 
strategy

• App features and part-
ners with aligned identity 
and values

• Vet partners and app features to be added
• Brand development — focus groups and surveys
• Build plan for vetting open-source update to app
• Source content for support of tactics

Figure 12. Objectives Schedule
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Budget  —  Objectives, Strategies and Tactics                                   

DATE OBJECTIVE 
STRATEGY

STRATEGY EST. COST

June 2022 Objective #1
Corporate Sponsor buy-in 
with the Salt Lake Climbers
Alliance

$16,000 Total
• $15,000 — Sponsorship
• $1000 — SWAG 

Annual 
schedule based 
on season and 
user location

Objective #1 Social media boosts and sponsored content 
and other digital ads

$5900 Total —
6-months multi-platform ads

Q1/2023 Objective #1

Promo #1
• Events
• Digital Advertising
• Partnerships

$15,000 Agency/ad costs for pro-
motion 
Costs to consumers, promotional 
revenue:
• Annual offer $99 ea
• Monthly price for annual $120 ea 

Q1-Q2/2023 Objective #1

Promo #2
• Events
• Digital Advertising
• Partnerships

Agency/ad costs for promotion 
$15,000
Costs to consumers, promotional 
revenue: $8 per subscription

FY 2023 Objective #1 

Awareness Campaigns
• Social media channels, 
• Style-Guides, 
• Investor pitch decks, 
• Open source app development 
• User forums and
• Value-added content

$75,000 Total
• $25,000 on social campaigns
• $25,000 on brand collateral
• $25,000 events 

July 2022 –   
June 2023 Objective #2 B2B presentation packages to include         

design, swag, and meeting-relate costs
$15,000 Total

Oct – Feb 
2022 Objective #2 Follow-up, partnership proposals, and legal 

support for contracts with other brands
$25,000 Legal

May — Oct 
2022 Objective #2 Presence at networking events or

local business community meetings
$10,000 Event costs

May — July 
2022 Objective #3 Brand identity development $50,000 Collateral and agency fees

July — Dec 
2022 Objective #3 Brand Identity — new features and open 

source option
$35,000 Developer fees

Figure 13. Objectives Budget
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Evaluation Methods and Ethical Considerations
Evaluation Methods
When the objectives yield the desired results, success can be claimed by the Rock Garden App. Objective 1 has 
the desired result of achieving 500 new app downloads by Spring of 2023. By measuring the current amount 
of app downloads and adding 500 to that number, the RG team will know they have achieved objective 1 by the 
Spring of 2023, if they hit the goal benchmark by that time.  

Objective 2 will yield its desired result when the Rock Garden App becomes the official climbing app of an 
established business by June of 2023.  This objective’s success can be measured by having a contract com-
pleted by both the Rock Garden App and the partner business including official valid signatures by both parties 
either before or within the month of June in 2023. 

Objective 3 states that its desired result is to increase brand identity awareness, legitimacy, and recognition 
of the Rock Garden name by the average climber by the end of 2023. This objective’s success measurement 
can be attained by utilizing focus groups pulled from climbing gyms, local crags, and by partnering with na-
tional and local climbing organizations and releasing a survey. The survey should be released towards the end 
of 2023 (October/November), and should contain the specific questions to measure the 3rd objective. The 
survey should ask respondents if they know of the Rock Garden App, and if they see it as a legitimate tool for 
climbing. If most respondents answer yes to these two questions, two-thirds of objective 3 will be considered 
successful.

To measure the final stage of objective 3, achieving brand awareness, the Rock Garden must measure if the 
brand identity has been defined. A cross-referenced review of the survey responses should find that more than 
50% recognize the brands values, aesthetic, features, and general identity.

Evaluation Methods of IMC Strategies and Tactics
Objective #1: 500 New Rock Garden App Downloads
Evaluation Method: 

• Record current number of app users and track starting at “0” until number of downloads reaches 500

• Rate/frequency of use

• Community engagement on the app/ Time on app 

• Number of people in the community served

• New downloads/New Users

• Track the percentage of users utilizing the 3D/interactive mapping

• Track subscribers 

Objective #2: Sign a contract with a business “partner” in the SLC community; become 
the official climbing app of “(insert business here)”.
Evaluation Methods: 
• Number of business leads generated; presentations given to likely partners.

• Contracts negotiated and closed; communication plan strategy and launch scheduled, channels for   
   launch established, audience reach estimated and partner-related app downloads.

• Outreach events executed, engagement of new partners and number of leads for further targeted efforts.
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Objective #3: Build the Rock Garden brand identity to increase legitimacy and name 
recognition with average climbers and the climbing community. 
Evaluation Methods: 
• Assessment and analysis of the increase in the number of Rock Garden app users and downloads and what 

features they gravitate towards.   

• Generate future app development features and technology based on open-source feedback.

• Determine new “value add” based on competitive analysis and market observation. 

Ethics
The Rock Garden App must exhibit ethical decision-making and reflect the company values. Ethical communi-
cations will not only show target audiences that Rock Garden can be trusted with data but that the brand shares 
other priorities. The goals of the app include a desire to contribute to the community and be a brand leader in 
the development of outdoor safety and conservation while also thriving in a competitive tech space. Sharing 
these challenges while overcoming obstacles is part of the brand identity and the Rock Garden mission. A 
growth strategy is essential to acquire awareness and market share in a critical time for Rock Garden; sharing 
of the brand’s personal values with help to gain trust, respect, and legacy, while supporting the growth of target 
audiences. 
 
Rock Garden Rules for Ethical Decision-making

• All communications must be accurate and honest. 

• Honesty and transparency are imperative for trust.

• ALL people need and deserve compassion. 

• Thoughtfulness is essential.

• Every decision has ethical components which must be considered.

• Honesty and transparency are imperative for trust.

• Mission, vision, and values to guide personal and professional decision making and ethics.

• Ensuring moral and ethical relationships between technology and users.

• Conservation, respect, renewal, and legacy are Rock Garden traits and responsibilities.

Conclusion — Evaluation of Strategies and Tactics
Awareness of the Rock Garden app that results in a larger community of users is the longer-term goal for Berk 
Frei and his team and can be measured with app data and downloads. Success will likely be incremental and 
dependent on the progress of objectives and the effectiveness of more time and campaign-focused tactics. 

Objectives, strategies, and tactics that have been determined to be ethical and aligned with the Rock Garden 
values will be more effective when monitored and measured. Tactics may need to be revised or funds re-allocat-
ed to achieve better results mid-campaign, without review and standards for measuring success this process is 
ineffective. 

Evaluation is a valuable step in the communication planning process; it is about being open to continuing 
feedback and adjusting the product accordingly. Defining these parameters helps ensure that the objectives are 
attainable, budgeted, and evaluated within a specific time frame. Sharing information about the app and its fu-
ture features will only help improve the product and justify continued participation by stakeholders. In addition, 
an evaluation can contribute to research and development by adding to the knowledge of the product’s benefits 
and challenges.
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1. Social Media Posts  

2. Co-Branding Lock-up Template for Partnerships

3. Responsive App Store Ad

4. Digital Ad — Google  

Branded Collateral Samples
Introduced in this plan are branded collateral pieces designed to increase exposure and interest in 
the Rock Garden app as well as evaluate the success of the tactics including social metrics and ROI 
measurement requirements based on app and feature usage.

Figure 14. Social Media Images

Figure 15. Co-Branded Collateral

Figure 16. App Store Ad Designs

Figure 17. Google Ads

BRANDED COLLATERAL
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IMC  CONCLUSION
What Does Success Look Like for Rock Garden IMC Plan?
The Rock Garden’s IMC Plan that we have created is evidence based, sets clear goals, is actionable, and 
attainable. Strategies and tactics to achieve greater awareness and adoption of the app have specific 
timelines, target audiences, and budgets to support execution and success. Our plan provides collateral 
samples that align with brand identity and communication needs. 

As a technology start-up beta testing was a necessary first step in the Rock Garden app launch, but the 
IMC plan will take the organization into a growth strategy to bring greater visibility.  Recommended next 
steps for development include improving and updating the Rock Garden App technology, based on beta 
feedback and new and better targeting of tactics. Cultivating new brand partners and collaborators, con-
sistent alignment of brand identity and values, and utilizing all available communication channels will take 
Rock Garden forward to the next level. 
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Branded Content for Social Media

Instagram 1800 x 1800 px      Facebook 1200 x 630 px, (1.91:1 ratio)

Branded Content for Social Media — Climbing data from the app can be shared to social networks.
Share to Instagram or Facebook Stories: Images are 1080 x 1920 px (9:16 ratio) 

ADDENDUM
Social Media Posts
Images of the app and the different climbing communities featured in the images are sized to social 
mediums (Figure 14). Climbing data from the app can also be shared on social networks..

Figure 14. Social Media Images
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A D D E N D U M
Co-Branding Lock-up Template for Partnerships
Sponsorships and partnerships will require co-branding. Rock Garden will have available templates for 
the layout of the co-brands with specifications for sizing, dimensions, and color. 

Figure 15. Co-Branded Collateral
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ADDENDUM
Responsive App Store Ad
Responsive search ads are a type of app store ad where Rock Garden marketing can construct multiple 
headlines and descriptions for a search engine ad. This can be used with both the App Store and Goo-
gle Play platforms.

Figure 16. App Store Ad Designs
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Click Here

Climb like a local.

Click Here

Venture Into The Known.

There’s no time for re-dos. 
Make the most of every 
adventure with 3D topos, 
routes, and notes from Rock 
Garden.

Click Here

Google Ad

ADDENDUM

Digital Ad - Google
Google Ads is an online advertising platform developed by Google, where advertisers bid to display 
brief advertisements, offerings and products to web users. It can place ads both in the results of search 
engines like Google Search and mobile apps. 

Figure 17. Google Ads
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ADDENDUM

Presentation Slides
Thes slides are provided to present Rock Garden with the visual attributes we used in our IMC Plan 
Presentation:

Figure 18. Presentation slides for IMC Plan
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ADDENDUM

Presentation Slides Continued....
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ADDENDUM

Presentation Slides Continued....


